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Top Designer Brands Lucy Q and Strada on Sale at The Jewellery Channel

TJC continues to banish the January Blues with their latest discount sale on stunning Strada
timepieces and unforgettable silver jewellery by Lucy Q.

(PRWEB UK) 12 January 2013 -- Starting January 12 and running until January 18, The Jewellery Channel
(TJC) is offering customers the chance to get their hands on high-end designer items by Strada and Lucy Q for
a steal with an exclusive 15% Off Sale.

The fashionable Strada brand takes modern glamour to centre stage – their timepieces are renowned for
combining contemporary style with the reliable practicality of the essential everyday watch. Expert
craftsmanship allows for precision Japanese movement set in ION plated silver, gold and platinum metals, as
well as sparkling gems and beads. Watch lovers will adore the trendy elegance of Strada timepieces, along with
the solid durability that ensures they truly stand the test of time.

Examples of some of the outstanding Strada items retailing at TJC online are the ultra-trendy black and brown
watch for men set in ION plated silver with stainless steel, plus the Sweetheart watch pendant made with
Mother of Pearl and white Austrian crystal.

Lucy Q’s dynamic range of jewellery offers a modern twist to traditional silver design. She works exclusively
with sterling silver as she believes this metal is such a flawless material that it lends perfectly to creations
which are unique and fluid yet refreshingly simple and stylish.

To date, this designer has achieved the reputation of being an acclaimed artist who offers the latest in
innovative, contemporary silver jewellery. Her pieces are popular in Europe, Australia and the US (where they
are increasingly being seen at catwalk and celebrity events in New York).

TJC offers a stunning range of Lucy Q creations at surprisingly affordable prices. Items include the captivating
Drip Drop and Jigsaw necklaces, the superb Button and Flower bracelets, plus a gorgeous collection of rings
and cufflinks for both men and women. The website also makes it easy to browse for the perfect Lucy Q item
by allowing customers to narrow their search by price and type (earrings, necklace, pendant or ring).

In addition to their fantastic new 15% Off Sale, The Jewellery Channel has gained a leading reputation for
retailing their wealth of merchandise at prices that are significantly less expensive than High Street costs – they
are able to give customers such affordable quality as part of a large conglomerate that effectively cuts out ‘The
Middleman’.

CEO of The Jewellery Channel, Sri Burugapalli, commented on their latest discount offer: “We are determined
to continue giving our customers the opportunity to buy a wide range of high-end jewellery at prices that suit
any budget. Our latest 15% Off Sale featuring timeless Strada watches and outstanding Lucy Q creations are
sure to banish the January Blues with their contemporary style and sparkle.”
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Contact Information
Mike Wall
The Jewellery Channel
http://www.thejewellerychannel.tv/
0844 375 2525

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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